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Midnight Wind Bracelet 
 

 
 

By Denise Yezbak Moore 
featuring Bead Gallery® beads  

available exclusively at Halcraft Collection 
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Materials:  
41  Bead Gallery® iron tone matte plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted 

 round (19980) 
41 Bead Gallery® bright green iris rainbow matte plated hematine 4mm  
 pentagon faceted round (19990) 
37 Bead Gallery® blue wash brass matte hematine 4mm cube (19995) 
41 Bead Gallery® green iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted rounds 
 (19975) 
41 Bead Gallery® bright brass matte plated hematine 4mm pentagon 

 faceted round (19985) 
41 Bead Gallery® bright brass plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted round 
  (19966) 
41 Bead Gallery® blue iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted round  
 (19956) 
41  Bead Gallery® rainbow plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted round   
                     (19969) 
41 Bead Gallery® chocolate brown rainbow plated hematine 4mm pentagon 
  faceted round (19974) 
41 Bead Gallery® copper rainbow iris matte plated hematine 4mm pentagon  
 faceted round (19979) 
41 Bead Gallery® copper rainbow iris plated hematine 4mm pentagon  
 faceted round (19971) 
41 Bead Gallery® bright rainbow plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted  
 round (19962) 
41 Bead Gallery® dark silver plated hematine 4mm pentagon faceted round 
  (19970) 
02 Bead Gallery® green iris plated hematine 5mm disk bead (19998) 
02  silver tone head pin     
14 loops Beadalon® memory wire, round, large bracelet, silver plated (347B-050) 
 

 
Tools:  
Beadalon® memory wire finishing pliers (201A-250) 
Beadalon® 2 slim line chain nose pliers (201A-011) 
Beadalon® slim line round nose pliers (201A-014) 
Classic memory wire shears (JTMEMCUT2) 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – Less than 45 minutes 
         
Instructions:  

1. Using memory wire cutters, cut 14 loops or memory wire 
2. Using round nose pliers, form simple loop. 
3. Slide 41 iron tone matte, 41 bright green, 37 blue wash cubes, 41 green iris plated, 

41 bright brass matte, 41 bright brass, 41 blue iris, 41 rainbow, 41 chocolate brown 
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rainbow, 41copper rainbow iris matte, 41 copper rainbow iris, 41 bright rainbow, 
and, 41dark silver. 

4. Trim end of wire and form a simple loop. 
5. Using head pin, string green iris plated disk and form a simple loop. Repeat 1 time. 
6. Open dangle and attach to loop on each end of bracelet. 


